Specification of a Model for the Study of Transmission of Parasites in the Covid-19 Era
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ABSTRACT
The transmission of parasites is very common in spring and summer not only because of the increase in temperature but also as a sequence of winter confinement in which the holidays encourage interaction between infants. In the Covid-19 era, the problem will exacerbate the situation. The objective of the present work was to specify a model for the study of the problem. A documentary and cross-sectional research was carried out with a selection of sources indexed to international repositories, considering their updating and specialization. The axes, dimensions, trajectories and relationships between the categories and variables that explain and anticipate the phenomenon were established, although it is suggested to extend the discussion towards self-care as an intervention strategy rather than health promotion or risk prevention.
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Introduction
Until March 2021, two million have died from Covid-19 in the world, Mexico being the country with the most under-registrations that would reach the figure of up to 500 thousand deaths if deaths from atypical pneumonia and excess mortality are counted with respect to the average of previous years to 2020 [1]. In this panorama, the mitigation and containment policies of the pandemic have focused their attention on the distancing and confinement of people, with the transition from the traditional classroom to the electronic whiteboard being the central strategy in the case of the educational system [2].

However, the differences between the public and private educational systems have led to radical positions of reactivation of the traditional classroom versus the centralization of content at a distance [3]. The private training schools and institutes have proposed reopening once the immunization of people begins, but the public system is more committed to television content until the entire population is completed. A risk prevails in the midst of these differences that concerns public health, as is the case of dermatological contamination that is accentuated in spring and summer as they are ideal climates for the reproduction of parasites that can be contained with social distancing, but not by prolonged confinement, as infants yearn for interaction and can be infected not only with Covid-19 but also with other parasites [4].

Therefore, the objective of this work is to specify theoretically, conceptually and empirically the community transmission of parasites in the face of an imminent return to the traditional classroom and interaction between students in spring and summer, considering the risks associated with Covid-19 and distancing measures, and confinement of the infected who are not fully followed by the inhabitants of Mexico City.

What are the axes, dimensions, trajectories and relationships between the categories and variables related to dermatological contamination by parasites in Mexico City during the reactivation of the traditional classroom and the interaction exacerbated in spring and summer?

The premise that guides this research is that confinement and social distancing have affected infants in such a way that an eventual reopening of the traditional classroom supposes an excessive interrelation between peers that would induce a community transmission of the SARS CoV-2 coronavirus, Covid-19 and reproducible parasites due to the increase in temperature and the scarcity of water in the marginalized, excluded and vulnerable neighborhoods of Mexico City.

In this way, the contribution of the present work lies in the theoretical, conceptual and empirical review of dermatological contamination by parasites, as well as the discussion of the categories and variables by locating them in axes, dimensions, trajectories and relationships, considering a documentary, cross-
sectional and descriptive study was carried out with a non-probabilistic selection of indexed sources, registered in ISSN and DOI, with the aim of establishing a comprehensive model for the study of an outbreak of dermatological contamination and deriving the Intervention strategies from Social Work in basic education institutions.

Theory of Pandemic Dermatological
This section reviews the classic models of community transmission such as epidemics and pandemics. Its implications are discussed with the diagnosis and intervention of social work, as well as risk prevention, self-care, and health promotion strategies.

Models exponential function models logistic Quetelet, Function models of predator and prey Lotka & Volterra, models of propagation of diseases McKendrick and models of dermatological treatment with the aim of establishing an intervention device for the governance of dermatological health in basic public education institutions with an emphasis on health promotion and self-care in vulnerable groups [5-7].

Quetelet’s logistic model, the Social Work professional would generate an inventory from which potential victims of dermatological contamination would have to adopt preventive lifestyles by reducing their contact with groups at risk of contagion [5]. Quetelet’s logistic function model it is evident that Social Work has established intervention mechanisms and criteria based on the degree of vulnerability of a community.

Locka and Volterra function model would integrate the scenarios of probable exponential contamination with the effects of this contamination in the groups with the highest risk and in attention to the groups at low risk [6]. Warn that, in a situation of epidemic or spread of a disease, cooperation and solidarity are reduced to their minimum expression by a competition between infected or infected with respect to victims or vulnerable groups.

McKendrick propagation model It turned out to be the most complete, although the integration of other models that explain the problem of contact and future scenarios of treatment and prevention is offered [7]. Model of disease spread the interrelation between contagious groups, vulnerable groups and recon tagged groups supposes power relations that Social Work has established from its intervention models to increase the influence more than power relations between groups. Propagation model closest to the requirements of cooperation and solidarity for the governance of dermatological health, includes not only the groups affected by the disease.

In summary, the three models presented allude to a social work that is predictive of community transmissions rather than reactive in the face of pandemics. These are three proposals that focus their attention on health crises but highlight contingent scenarios as part of risk prevention. In this sense, social work, by anticipating these threatening scenarios, can intervene to direct the problem towards a situation of cooperation and solidarity between the parties involved.

Studies of Pandemic Dermatologic
This section reviews and discusses the areas of social work in the face of pandemic or community transmission of parasites, as well as models of intervention and prevention of health risks such as illnesses and accidents. Theoretical and conceptual axes and dimensions are established for the analysis of dermatological contamination by parasites to be able to elaborate a modeling proposal based on the classic studies of the epidemic and sanitary crisis.

From these data the Social Worker of an institution of basic health promoted through images the scene of deteriorating health due to lack of hygiene and broil or daily staff among students, even if social work is linked to economic development and the stability of a public management system [8]. These are devices in which the social worker generates information that counteracts beliefs about the spread of diseases such as parasites, even though the identity of Social Work is centered on a desire for collaboration and support [9]. Thus, by promoting formation on cultural, economic and social, logarithmic results would make decisions for or against the separation of groups infected and at - risk groups and the rescheduling of its activities within the classroom or outside [10].

The scenarios of future interactions in which new outbreaks in other groups and the contagion of the first cases would generate a high-risk scenario, but with enough information to reduce its exponential and logistical effects, even though the practical intervention of Social Work does not coincide with the academic or professional training [11]. Because medicine was sensitive to the social impact of epidemics in the 19th century, the history of public health, health policies and dermatological programs, and strategies for prevention and health promotion are areas of research and knowledge multidisciplinary in which Social Work acquires greater relevance by establishing an approach with vulnerable groups such as infants [12]. In this sense, both items, health promotion and social care for diseases, pandemics or epidemics are central issues of management and administration in health policies that, Social Work assimilated as a continuum of abnormality and normality established in the Enlightenment [13]. Precisely, in achieving objectives, preparing tasks and obtaining short, medium and long-term goals by health professionals in general and health professionals. Social work. In this sense, the elaboration of cartographies related to social imagery would reveal these lifestyles and risk behaviors [14].

It is a surveillance, follow-up and co- responsibility system between authorities and potential victims of diseases, epidemics, or pandemics [15]. Industrial Social Work was one of the first disciplines to notice the exclusion of workers in occupational health and anticipated the importance of their participation in the prevention of accidents and diseases [16]. They also have a small head with a buccal apparatus prepared to itch the scalp and suck the blood they feed on [17].

Nits differ from dandruff in that the first ones show great resistance when they are tried to be removed and cannot be removed with a simple wash. Social promotion as a management tool for disease prevention is a labor competence that Social Work can implement immediately in the face of an epidemiological outbreak [18]. From a constructivist approach, Social Work, by emphasizing social education or non-formal education, assumes that a contagion scenario in a short period requires the promotion and training of capacities aimed at adapting the environment, to the change and interaction that could reduce an epidemiological outbreak [19].

To ensure their adherence to the hair, they secrete a sticky and insoluble substance to water that fixes the nit to the hair shaft, in this phase, the collaboration of Social Work with health professionals, mainly with the pharmaceutical specialist, is such an effectiveness that benefits the immediate care of those infected [20]. The louse does not discriminate race or social status and despite the myths of most Mexicans, it is not a matter of poor hygiene, but they
are spread by contact between people in closed places such as schools, work centers, families, prisons and hospitals. In this sense, Social Work by promoting comprehensive health: economic, social and educational takes on special relevance in the prevention of diseases [21].

In summary, the theoretical and conceptual frameworks of social work explain dermatological contamination from the promotion of health, self-care, and risk prevention. In the case of the parasitic pandemic, risk prevention is essential since it anticipates contagions and guides containment towards a scenario of minimum risks and maximum profits [22]. Based on a diagnosis of the socioeconomic, educational, labor and personal conditions, social work proposes an intervention of the cases, assuming that mitigation policies such as social distancing and confinement will have an imminent effect on the reactivation of the traditional classroom, the Social work predicts this scenario and intervenes with a staggered deconfinement strategies where infants are made aware of the risks to their health and personal hygiene.

Modelling Of Pandemic Dermatologic

The models that explain the community transmission of viruses or parasites anticipate catastrophic scenarios from which it is possible to intervene with prevention strategies. In this sense, the modeling of the central categories of a problem, as well as its dimensions and trajectories of determining relationships make up a comprehensive approach [23]. It is about systematically observing the indicators of the problem, as well as the factors that decrease or increase them. In this way, social work has built intervention models based on biosafety protocols, but in a reactive rather than predictive sense. Even the classic models of epidemiological or pandemic research postulate scenarios that could only be observed if the agents and actors follow a logic of cause and effect.

Rather, the proposal for modeling the categories of risk, information, and behavior follows a sequence of decisions that depend on the interaction itself between infants. This is so because its volitional development consists in the adoption of conventions [24]. In this way, if their families assume that the SARS CoV-2 coronavirus pandemic and Covid-19 are not a risk, then the dermatological infections of parasites will not be represented as a problem either. Therefore, exacerbated interaction is very possible considering the prolonged confinement and distancing of infants from their peers.

It is possible to notice this axis of misinformation until contagion, but it is also feasible to note that an informed family does not always translate these data to infants because they consider them a minor adult who is capable of digesting the situation and acting accordingly [25]. In other words, a scenario of high risk of contagion by parasites would only reflect an unhealthy environment in a confinement context where maintenance of the facilities is zero or minimal, as well as the availability of resources for personal hygiene and self-care of the Health.

Therefore, the proposal lies in the observation of both axes and the construction of intervention protocols that reduce exposure to risks through the massive dissemination of content aimed at self-care rather than risk prevention: the difference is substantial because it represents a knowledge management from the translation of scientific findings for its dissemination in coping strategies in the face of the reactivation of the traditional classroom [26]. These are protocols in which the parties involved must establish agreements and co-responsibilities, but not based on the local or institutional economy but from a common welfare.

Conclusions

The contribution of this work to the state of the question lies in the establishment of a model for the study of dermatological contamination by parasites in a foreseeable scenario of deconfinement and reactivation of the virtual classroom. The review, discussion, and modeling point towards a self-care strategy rather than risk prevention since, the distancing of people and social confinement, as they are indicators of pandemic mitigation, represent an exacerbated interference in schools. In addition, the classic models consulted recommend focusing attention on the interruption of the chain of infections from individual rather than collective action. This is so because the social work that consists of providing information for the individual’s decision-making has focused on those cases where the need for information is continuous and prolonged, as well as the monitoring and follow-up of the cases. Thus, social work to reduce community transmission of parasites should include a knowledge management strategy, data processing for direct, personalized and one-way risk communication [27].
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